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Peggy Lee  
FIMAV's 35th edition kicked off with a 
veteran of the festival. 
Vancouver's Peggy Lee first 
performed here in 1997, with her 
eight-month-old son backstage. Now 
22, he was in attendance, taking a 
break from his music program at 
Concordia to watch as Lee's newly 
assembled tentet performed a suite 
that covered a wide array of modes 
and styles of composition. 
  
Opening with a folksy fanfare, the 
early parts of the concert featured a 
variety of tightly knit structures, 
ranging from simple Western balladry 
to complex motorik rhythms, which 
eventually opened spaces for 
members of a four-piece brass 
section to take free jazz- influenced 
flight. 

  
Later pieces featured more abstracted and far-reaching intros and interludes by individual players whose skronks and 
seemingly asynchronous noises were cleverly assimilated into the flow of the larger ensemble. One such midpoint cello 
solo by Lee herself served as an encapsulation of the entire concert, with equal parts melodic beauty pressed against 
ecstatic and explosive noise, giving way to sublime and interlocking minimalism. 
  
The latter part of the concert highlighted fine interplay between electric bassist James Meger, drummer Dylan van der 
Schyff, and organist Wayne Horvitz, showcased in a couple of pieces that suggested an alternate '70s filmic landscape 
where a funky Lalo Schifrin-style theme is tailored for an Eastern European cop drama. Everything is wrapped up in a 
cover of "Whispering Pines" by the Band that neatly brought together all of the previous bits and elements of 
performance into a lovingly rendered coda. 
 

Bang On a Can All-Stars 
Bang on a Can, from NYC, have been around in some 

form or other for almost as long as the 35 years of the 

Festival International de Musique Actuelle de 

Victoriaville itself, yet this was the first time they've 

performed at the festival, and they proved worth the 

wait. 

  

The six-piece, plus live audio and film support, 

performed selections from their current ongoing 

series, Field Recordings. Solicited from an array of artists 

and composers, each piece is built upon gathered and/or 

assembled artefacts that proved to be as eclectic as their 

originators. 

  

The first piece, appropriately for the festival, was a composition called Reeling, from American composer Julia Wolfe, who 

took as a source a traditional vocal reel from French Canadian singer Benoit Benoit. His folkloric rhythms were gently 

edited into gradually more complex loops that the musicians accompanied deftly. 
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Other highlights were Fade to Slide, by Christian Marclay, featuring a short film in the style of his noted art piece The 

Clock. Here, a succession of quickly edited images of liquid, breaking glass, vintage turntables, accordions and other 

elements featured sound that in effect acted as a seventh musician onstage. 

  

Local legend Réné Lussier contributed Nocturne, a recording of his partner´s nighttime breathing and buzzsaw snoring, 

which was playfully scored by the ensemble, notably accompanied by cellist Mariel Roberts' precise tonal mimicry. The 

best moment was Canadian composer Nicole Lizée´s Dancist, featuring a whimsical and surrealist short documentary 

about a man seeking to understand dance music. Much hand clapping, ripping newspapers and vibraphonic polyrhythms 

ensued. 

  

In opening up the sometimes stodgy and overly intellectual world of contemporary composition to such playful elements, 

Bang on a Can proved you can be a heavy hitter musically, but still employ a light touch. 

 
Political Ritual 
Midnight shows at FIMAV are generally given over to the 
more fringe elements and emerging artists in the "musique 
actuelle" realm. Montreal´s Maxime Corbeil-Perron and 
Félix-Antoine Morin fit the bill, though they are also 
students and graduates of renowned multimedia programs, 
as well as being founding members of the wonderful 
Montreal label Kohlenstoff Records. 
  
Their Political Ritual project featured each member with a 
table-load of electronics and musical instruments, either 
modified or invented, duelling in front of mostly abstracted 
video images. While the elements of the performance 
— Suicide-style deep and minimal pulses, bone-vibrating 
drones, fractured and effervescing electronic noises — were all masterfully crafted and artfully deployed, the sum total 
felt confined to a small field of play, letting time work against instead of for them. 
  
Too many indeterminate sounds married to too many indeterminate images had a lulling effect that ran contrary to the 
intensity of the presentation. Their obvious care for varied sources, marrying the academics of electroacoustic 
composition and classic industrial and DIY music, made for a heady brew of sound, but the precision and consideration 
they exhibited at times ran contrary to the anarchic spirit their artistic statement promised. 
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